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Abstract—In this study a Bayesian Hierarchical Model for
predicting the accident lane using the average section speed and
density data obtained from a sensor or GPS was developed.
With the assumption that speed and density values are normally
distributed in an accident situation depending on the lane the
accident has occurred, we have modelled the related parameters
and predicted the probability of occurrence for each lane. This
method can be used in real time traffic services where accidents
are recorded by users or detected by other algorithms in order
to alert the drivers about the lane of the accident. The awareness
to the accident lane can ease the channeling of vehicles to the
non-accident lanes and can help prevent the secondary
accidents.
Keywords— accident lane prediction, Bayesian hierarchical
model, probabilistic modelling

INTRODUCTION
There is always a possibility in traffic that an
event can occur at any time that will change the
state of the traffic in that zone. This change of state
can influence the driver’s behavior in a direct or
indirect way. Even a passenger that has not started
their trip can change their mind about which route
or which transportation mode to use. Thus, it is
crucial that the most recent information must be
available for all passengers at all times. Today there
are many applications available for the smartphones
which uses many of their properties to generate real
time traffic maps by using constantly updated
traffic information.
I.

With real time traffic maps, the travelers can
obtain information such as travel time, optimized
route for their trips, accident locations, road
maintenance locations etc. As the information
becomes more correct and updated for these maps,
the travelers can make better choices for
themselves. Traditionally there are two methods to
collect the data for these applications: fixed sensors
and global positioning systems (GPS). The fact that
the majority of the population possess smart phones
with GPS provides enough GPS data on the roads,
then with an appropriate processing algorithm can
provide very high-quality traffic estimations. With
enough density located in one location, the
automobile traffic estimations become more
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accurate. In addition, vehicles equipped with GPS
devices provide location data also provide
important data which can be extracted to determine
parameters such as speed and acceleration.
By utilizing the GPS in the mobile phones, travel
speed and time data to the real time map
applications can be extracted [1]. A model for
predicting space-based passing time on a freeway
setup was also developed using cell phones as
traffic probes [2]. The GPS in public transportation
vehicles can also be utilized in order to detect their
situations. In Melbourne, Australia GPS data was
used to obtain an insight into the public
transportation travel time variability which is an
important factor for service quality [3]. Like public
transport systems, taxi GPS data are also used in
studies to classify land-use [4], modelling urban
traffic [5] or average link travel times [6]. Just as
detecting the traffic conditions using GPS data from
different sources, traffic events, such as incidents
can be detected using these data in order to avoid
significant traffic issues and secondary incidents.
By extracting the speed values using the GPS
data an accident detection and reporting system was
developed. The system also utilizes GSM network
along with the GPS data to detect the accurate
location of the incident when the detected speed is
below a pre-determined speed [7]. By equipping
vehicles with GPS and assigning them as dedicated
probe vehicles an automated incident detection
system was also proposed with highly successful
detection rates and low false alarm rates [8]. Using
map matching algorithms and GPS speed data the
accidents were detected from the map matched
position in another study. With the map matching
algorithms, the false accident detection rate was
decreased significantly [9]. Artificial neural
networks (ANNs) was used to construct a new
incident detection model [10]. Just like ANNs other
data mining tools and original algorithms can be
utilized for incident detection. One of these is a very
strong tool called Bayesian inference.

Bayesian inference is a very strong tool which is
especially useful for cases in which; data is limited,
overfitting is a concern and some facts are more
likely than other outcomes. Bayes’ theorem says
that if A and B are events and P(A|B) is the
conditional probability of event A occurring
provided that event B has already occurred, then
P(B|A) is determined by using the following
relationship:


𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) =

𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) ×𝑃(𝐵)
𝑃(𝐴)





What separates Bayesian inference from
frequentist approaches is that Bayesian inference
uses previous knowledge in order to update its most
recent iteration. In other words, the state of the
world for Bayesian inference can always be updated
and does not have to stay constant. It also treats the
model parameters as random variables with a
distribution rather than constants. These events can
be represented as a directed graph. These graphs are
called Bayesian networks in which each node is a
random event and the links between them represent
the conditional probabilities.
An incident detection algorithm based on
Bayesian foundations, which utilizes the ratio of the
difference between the upstream and the
downstream minute occupancies and the upstream
occupancy and historical incident information, was
developed [11]. Further studies enhanced the
robustness of freeway incident detection systems by
using a Bayesian-based neural network [12]. Also,
on arterial roads a Bayesian network-based
algorithm was generated for incident detection [13].
While vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) were
mainly successful for automatic incident detection
in high density areas, they are not so reliable for
non-dense traffic flow zones or for incidents that do
not block the entire road. Therefore, a Bayesian
model was generated for non-dense traffic flow
zones for incident detection [14]. The type of the
incident is also important to determine in order to
choose an appropriate response for it. A
probabilistic model based on a naïve Bayesian
classifier which estimates the duration of the
incident was developed and with it the already
utilized systems can be improved even further [15].
It is also important for the drivers to obtain the
information as close to a real-time manner as
possible. A Bayesian robust principal component
analysis approach, which provides better results
than traditional principal component analysis in
terms of detection accuracy, was presented. This

model couples multiple traffic data streams so that
they share a certain tenuous structure which helps
to localize traffic events in space and time [16].
While it is important to correctly detect the
incidents, it is also important to determine the exact
lane of the incident, which will make the intelligent
transportation systems such as lane control systems
much more efficient and beneficial.
In this study a Bayesian Hierarchical Model is
developed for predicting the accident lane using the
speed and density data on a section which can be
obtained through both traffic sensors and GPS data.
The model assumes that average speed and density
values, collected on a road section during an
accident situation, are normally distributed
depending on the lane the accident has happened. If
the lane of the accident is known speed and density
values are normally distributed yet if the lane of the
accident is not known the speed and density values
come from a Normal Mixture distribution. This
means speed and density has their respective
Normal Mixture distributions parameterized with
their means, precisions and mixture weights.
Mixture weights simply equal to the marginal
probability that an accident has happened on a
respective lane. The parameters of mixture
distributions are also parameterized using
uninformative priors; Normal prior for mean,
Gamma prior for precision and Dirichlet prior for
Accident Lane Categorical distribution. Speed,
density and accident lane are the observed variables
and all parameters of the model are inferred using
these observations. The inference for the
parameters is done using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) Method. After the convergence is
achieved the probabilities for each lane for given
speed and density values are obtained using the
posterior predictive distribution of Accident Lane.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Data
The data is obtained through simulating the
accident on different lanes for different durations.
The durations of the accidents are determined to be
20, 30, 45 and 60 minutes which were the observed
range of accident duration in a previous study about
impacts of lane closures in Istanbul. 5-minute
average values for speed and density in a 500 meter
upstream of the road are collected throughout the
accident duration. Demand values and number of
lanes are fixed for the model to be 3500
vehicles/hour and 3 lanes. Although the demand
value for this model is fixed, different demands can
A.

be incorporated using a categorical or a continuous
random variable for specifying demand level or
numerical demand value.
Normal mixture distribution can be defined as
combination of more than one normal distribution,
meaning the observed data comes from multiple
sources which are independently and normally
distributed with their respective parameters and
mixture weights. Probability function of a mixture
distribution can be written as:
𝑃(𝑥; 𝜇1 , 𝜇2 . . , 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 , . . ) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑃(𝑥; 𝜇𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖 ) 

The assumption that density and speed come from
a normal mixture distribution strengthens by
observing the multimodality of the data density
distribution in Figure 2



Where
𝜇𝑖 is mean of the distribution i
𝜏𝑖 ( 1⁄ 2) is the precision of the distribution i
𝜎𝑖
𝑤𝑖 is the mixture weight of the distribution i
Normal mixture distribution should not be
mistaken with the summation of two or more
random variables since the resultant distribution is
the sum of two or more distributions however the
outcome is not the summation of two or more
normally distributed random variables. The essence
of the normal mixture distribution can be
comprehended by observing the Figure 1. Three
normal distributions have different mean and
variance values and their weighted combination
forms another distribution. If one aims to sample
from a normal mixture distribution of this kind they
need to use this probability density function or
choose one of the constituent normal distributions
with the associated probability, namely mixture
weight, and sample from the chosen normal
distribution.

Fig. 2. Distribution of Speed and Density data

Observing more than one peak in the kernel density estimate
of the speed histogram shows clear support that the data
comes from the combination of more than one normal
distribution. The multiple peaks in the kernel density estimate
of traffic density histogram is not too pronounced which may
imply that the constituting distributions have close means and
standard deviations however long left tail and negative
skewness gives clue for normal mixture distribution.

Bayesian Hierarchical Model Graph
A Bayesian Hierarchical Model is developed for
predicting the accident lane using the speed and
density data on a section which can be obtained
through both traffic sensors and GPS data. The
model assumes that average speed and density
values, collected on a road section during an
accident situation, are normally distributed
depending on the lane the accident has happened. If
the lane of the accident is known speed and density
values are normally distributed yet if the lane of the
accident is not known the speed and density values
come from a Normal Mixture distribution. This
means speed and density has their respective
Normal Mixture distributions parameterized with
their means, precisions (or standard deviations) and
mixture weights. Mixture weights simply equal to
the marginal probability that an accident has
happened on a respective lane. Speed, density and
accident lane are the observed variables and all
parameters of the model are inferred using these
observations.
B.

The constructed model follows the process
(Figure 3) below:

Fig. 1. Normal Mixture Distribution

1) Choose an accident lane based on the prior
probability.
2) For speed,

a) Select samples from the mean and precision

distributions for the chosen accident lane.
b) Select speed samples for the given mean
and precision values.
3) For density,
a) Select samples from the mean and precision
distributions for the chosen accident lane.
b) Select speed samples for the given mean
and precision values.
4) Adjust parameters depending on the
observation probabilities of the speed, distribution
and accident lane data.

P(S, D|𝜇S, 𝜇D, 𝜏S, 𝜏D, AL) = P(S|𝜇S, 𝜏S, AL)
x

(3)

P(D|𝜇D, 𝜏D, AL) 



In addition, when the speed values are
marginalized, 𝜇S, 𝜏S and AL become conditionally
independent of each other and thus their joint
probability distributions can be factorized as:


P(𝜇S, 𝜏S|AL) = P(𝜇S) x P(𝜏S)



Finally, when the density values are
marginalized, 𝜇D, 𝜏D and AL are conditionally
independent of each other and thus their joint
probability distributions can be factorized as:


P(𝜇D, 𝜏D|AL) = P(𝜇D) x P(𝜏D)



The Bayesian Hierarchical model (Figure 3)
with K number of lanes on the road utilizes the
following random variables (Table I).
TABLE I.

MODEL RANDOM VARIABLES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE
DISTRIBUTIONS

Accident lane probability prior (𝛩)

Distribution of the
Random Variable
K dimensional Dirichlet

Speed distribution mean (𝜇S)

K dimensional normal

Speed distribution precision (𝜏S)

K dimensional gamma

Density distribution mean (𝜇D)

K dimensional normal

Density distribution precision (𝜏D)

K dimensional gamma

Accident lane (AL)

1 dimensional categorical

Speed distribution (S)

1 dimensional mixture

Density distribution (D)

1 dimensional mixture

Random Variable

Fig. 3.

Process flow chart.

The Bayesian Hierarchical model (Figure 4)
with K number of lanes on the road utilizes the
following random variables (Table I).

Fig. 4.

The constructed Bayesian hierachical model graph.

Observing the graphical model in Figure 4, it can
be seen that if the accident lane (AL) is known the
speed and density values are independent of each
other and thus their joint probability distributions
can be factorized as:

Accident lane probability (𝛩) is the marginal
probability that an accident belongs to a lane, thus
it is a vector of the size of number of lanes. Speed
distribution mean (𝜇S) is the random variable for the
mean value of the speed distribution. Speed mean
changes depending on the accident lane thus speed
mean has a distribution of K dimensions. Speed
distribution precision (𝜏S) is the random variable for
the mean value of the speed distribution. Speed
precision also changes depending on the accident
lane thus speed precision also has a distribution of
K dimensions. Density distribution mean (𝜇D) is the
random variable for the mean value of the density
distribution. Density mean changes depending on
the accident lane thus density mean has a
distribution of K dimensions. Density distribution
precision (𝜏D) is the random variable for the mean
value of the density distribution. Density precision
changes depending on the accident lane thus density

precision has a distribution of K dimensions.
Accident lane (AL) is the random variable for the
observation of the accident lane which has K states.
Speed (S) is the random variable for the observation
of the speeds which has a single dimension. Mixture
parameter for Speed is equal to the marginal
Accident lane probability, 𝛩. Density (D) is the
random variable for the observation of the densities
which has a dimension of 1. Mixture parameter for
Density is equal to the marginal Accident Lane
probability 𝛩.
Posterior Predictive Distribution of Accident
Lanes
After the inference of model parameters, the
posterior predictive distribution for accident lane
(AL) is calculated using the Bayesian inference
rule:
C.

III.
A.

ANALYSIS

MCMC Sampling Convergence

Histograms of the parameters (Figure 5, Figure
6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9) seem to be
smooth and sample values seem to follow a random
walk which indicate the convergence is achieved in
sampling. In figure 5, the 3 peaks show the inferred
distribution for the mean value of the normal
distribution of speed after accidents in lane 1, lane
2 and lane 3. The same thing can be observed for
the mean value of density in Figure 6. Figure 7 and
Figure 8 show the distribution of values sampled
from the inferred posterior distribution of the
related variables. In the sample values tab, random
ups and downs centered around a value shows that
the MCMC sampler converged and the sampling
gives uninformative results from now on, meaning
sampling can be halted.

P(AL|S,D, 𝜇S,𝜇D,𝜏S,𝜏D)
~ P(S,D, 𝜇S,𝜇D,𝜏S,𝜏D|AL)P(AL)
~ P(S,𝜇S,𝜏S|AL) x P(D,𝜇D,𝜏D|AL) x P(AL)
~P(S|,𝜇S,𝜏S,AL) x P(D|,𝜇D,𝜏D,AL)
x P(𝜇S,𝜏S|AL) x P(𝜇D,𝜏D|AL) x P(AL)



~P(S|,𝜇S,𝜏S,AL) x P(D|,𝜇D,𝜏D,AL) x P(𝜇S)
x P(𝜏S) x P(𝜇D) x P(𝜏D) x P(AL)

Fig. 5.

Sample densities (left) and sample values (right ) of

𝜇S for MCMC.

~N(S|𝜇S,𝜏S,AL) x N(D|𝜇D,𝜏D,AL)x N(𝜇S)
x G (𝜏S) x N(𝜇D) x G(𝜏D) x C(AL)
Where
N: Normal Distribution
1

𝑁(𝑥; 𝜇, 𝜎) = 𝜎√2𝜋 𝑒

−

(𝑥−𝜇)2
2𝜎2

(7)

G: Gamma Distribution
Β(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝛽 𝛼 𝑥 𝛼−1
Γ(α)

𝑒 −𝛽𝑥

(8)
Fig. 6.
Sample densities (left) and sample values (right) of 𝜇D
for MCMC.

C: Categorical Distribution
[𝑥=𝑖]

𝐶(𝑥) = ∏ 𝑝𝑖

(9)

model parameters Gelman-Rubin diagnostic is
quite close to 1, showing that model converges.
TABLE II.
Random
Variable

Fig. 7.

Sample densities (left) and sample values (right) of

Traffic Speed for MCMC.

Sample densities (left) and sample values (right) of

Traffic Density for MCMC.

Gelman-Rubin Diagnostic
First lane

Second lane

Third lane

𝛩

1.00129763

1.00050250

1.00010547

𝜇S

1.00120228

1.00184383

1.00001815

𝜏S

1.00077627

0.99996668

1.00124935

𝜇D

0.99996752

1.00006519

1.00941571

𝜏D

1.00037071

1.01108861

1.00428145

AL

0.9999628849105751

S

1.0009954961112442

D

C.

Fig. 8.

MODEL RANDOM VARIABLES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE
DISTRIBUTIONS

1.0002912143400962

Test Results & Discussion

20% of the data is held out for testing purposes
and 80% is used for the training, or more
specifically inference. Confusion matrix for the
predictions in test set are given in Table III.
Average accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score are
computed according to formula (10), formula (11),
formula (12), formula (13) respectively, their
averages are calculated using formula (14) and
given all together in Table IV:
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁





1





∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖 

FP: False Positive
TN: True Negative
FN: False Negative

Gelman-Rubin Diagnostic is a statistic that
compares the variance of each MCMC chain to the
pooled variance. If the Gelman-Rubin Diagnostic is
close to 1 this indicates the sampler reached the
convergence and further sampling is not required.
The Gelman-Rubin Diagnostics for each model
parameter are in Table II. It can be seen for all the




TP: True Positive

Gelman-Rubin Diagnostic





where

B.



𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 
𝑁

Sample densities (left) and sample values (right) of
AL for MCMC.





𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

Fig. 9.



N: Number of Lanes

TABLE III.
Predicted

CONFUSION MATRIX

Lane
1

Lane
2

Lane
3

Lane 1

40

7

3

50

Lane 2

8

37

5

50

Lane 3

13

6

31

50

61

50

39

Actual

normal distributions with different means and
precisions. These parameters depend on the lane
that accident has occurred thus creating normal
mixture distributed random variables. Parameters
of the model are inferred using MCMC method and
from the posterior distributions the posterior
predictive distribution of accident lane is calculated
for prediction. The method gave satisfactory results
and can be further improved using different model
schemes, adding new parameters and using more
data.
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TABLE IV.

PERFORMANCE METRICS

Accuracy Precision Recall
65.57%

80.00%

F1

Lane 1

79.33%

72.07%

Lane 2

89.33%

Lane 3

82.00%

79.49%

62.00%

69.66%

Average

83.55%

73.02%

73.02%

71.91%
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